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Many of these laws served to inscribe and police social boundaries. Consumption was monitored, but so was assumption. It was not only that those of a lower status should not adorn themselves with the clothes or accoutrements of their betters; it was also that, by so clothing themselves, those of the lower classes would not assume the status of their betters.

—Bennet I. Capers

INTRODUCTION

Not to pile on, but for a high visibility organization, the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) is truly unique in what it continues to get away with. The Association is so bold that it has normalized behavior that was deemed anachronistic centuries ago. As March Madness fades from memory and the NFL draft looms on the horizon, it seems as good a time as any to remind ourselves of the many ways in which the NCAA is based on deeply troubling foundations. Sometimes by focusing on the low hanging fruit we miss some of the more bothersome and egregious injustices of the college system that disproportionately disfavors those who are most talented, poor, and of color.

This Essay argues that the NCAA’s surveillance of the family and enforcement of its rules amount to a sumptuary restraint on the families of
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2. It is not lost on me that I’m a professor at a school currently suffering sanctions. Fortunately, the NCAA has made itself so unpopular that no one should suspect that there is a causal connection between the two.
talented NCAA athletes. In order to keep its cartel in place, the NCAA must bar not only the athlete but everyone in his family from extracting any value from his talent. Luxury purchases are in effect barred for poor families. This is where the NCAA’s enforcement and investigative arms step in. Disproportionately, the families of black athletes are put on notice that any signs of extravagant consumption (that is, beyond the level they should be able to afford) will lead to investigations and potential suspensions. At the moment when these families should be happiest, they have to worry lest they give off any appearance of living beyond their means. I argue that the NCAA’s rules disproportionately disadvantage poor individuals of color. This underscores the inherently unjust nature of the college sports system and the complicity required to keep it in place.

This is by no means the first time that the NCAA has been taken to task or its operations analyzed in the legal literature. Scholars have evaluated its potential antitrust violations, the lack of due process in its enforcement program, and the racial bias in its academic standards. There is no surprise when someone critiques the NCAA, and in recent years it has appeared that the tide has been turning against it. Yet, no commentator has zeroed in on the ways that the NCAA works to keep the families of its athletes poor. From the entrance of athletes to college until the end of their tenure, poorer athletes and their families are monitored and kept poor by the NCAA.

One way that the NCAA enforces its code of amateurism is ensuring that athletes are not paid. As a nation, we have long recognized that individuals should be able to extract value from their labor and trade commodities in the vast majority of cases. Denial of these rights requires work by a regulator or enforcer. Such an effort requires outsized enforcement of harsh rules. Because human beings are smart, it is difficult
to shut down any market completely. Human beings in such situations use ingenuity in finding endless ways to avoid the rules. As such, the NCAA cannot only enforce its rules in direct ways. Smart individuals will not write the athlete a check. Instead these individuals may find ways to funnel benefits to the athlete’s coach, agent, school, etc. In all of this rule avoidance an entire industry is built around black college athletes with everyone profiting except the athletes and their families, who are the most deserving parties.

The current state of the world would make some sense if no one was profiting from college sports, but the evidence is abundant to the contrary. It is not that there’s been a failure to ring the alarm, but major changes have not been forthcoming. Economists have long argued that the NCAA is a cartel, in that it limits both player compensation and output. Legal scholars have argued that its regulatory structure has disturbing racial elements, while other researchers have compared collegiate sports to slavery. More recently, journalists have argued convincingly that players have similar and sometimes worse rights than indentured servants. That such a cartel-like structure thrives in 2018 is stunning enough, but the restraints on those who surround an athlete have never been analyzed in the literature. So anachronistic are these restraints on consumption that most have never heard how they are described: sumptuary laws.

Because sumptuary laws have been long forgotten, I first briefly discuss their character and development over the centuries. The Essay then proceeds by discussing the families of Reggie Bush and Ryan Boatright, who were involved in NCAA investigations. Using these stories as a springboard, I argue that the NCAA’s consumption restraints are worse than traditional sumptuary laws because those went largely unenforced. I conclude by discussing the miraculous staying power of the NCAA, which depends on a large number of individuals, from courts, to legislators, to fans, looking the other way.


I. The NCAA and Sumptuary Laws

One feature that stood out from the mass of scattered accounts of sumptuary law I gathered together was that, with only a few exceptions, their authors treated the existence of sumptuary law with unrestrained condescension as if the very idea of regulating dress was absurd and doomed any law which so attempted to an early demise or subversion.

—Alan Hunt

Simply put, sumptuary laws restrict luxury spending. The root of the word sumptuary is related to the word consumption, which is what these laws are meant to restrain. Historically, these laws were intended to regulate and reinforce social hierarchies and morals. These usually depend upon individuals’ social rank, which determined their permitted clothing, food, and luxury expenditures. The earliest known example of a sumptuary law was from Ancient Greece. These laws were generally concerned with keeping certain groups (mostly women) in their place during funerals. Some included restrictions on (1) conspicuous consumption at funerals, (2) funeral procession size, and (3) the value of the food served.

Examples of sumptuary laws can be found in Asia as well. In China, laws concerned the size and decoration of graves and mausoleums. In Japan, people of every class were subject to strict sumptuary laws that included regulation of the types of clothing that could be worn. As sumptuary laws developed over the centuries, two forms of dress regulation emerged: (1) expenditure limits, which could be placed on entire outfits or per item, and (2) reserving certain types of cloth, for example ermine to designated classes or categories. The laws frequently prevented commoners from imitating the appearance of aristocrats and were also used to stigmatize disfavored groups.

Another purpose for sumptuary laws was to limit competition by a rising group. In the Late Middle Ages, sumptuary laws in medieval cities were instituted as a way for the nobility to cap or limit competition from the up and coming bourgeoisie. The nobility figured that if bourgeois
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subjects appeared to be as wealthy as themselves, it could undermine the
nobility’s presentation of themselves as powerful, legitimate rulers.22

Sumptuary laws were also made to control markets. By restricting the
purchase of certain imported goods, these could be kept more affordable
for the higher classes.23 In Ancient Rome, there were various sumptuary
laws that prevented inordinate expense in banquets and dress, such as the
use of purple clothing—the dye was notoriously expensive.24 Another
example of this can be seen in sixteenth century Spanish America, where
free women of color could only gain a higher status by marrying a Spanish
man:

No *negra* or *mulata* woman, free or slave, can wear gold,
pearls, or silk. But, if the free *negra* or *mulata* were married
to an *español* man, she may wear gold earrings with pearls,
a choker, and velvet on the hem of the skirt. They cannot
wear crepe mantles or mantles of any other fabric, except
for capes that fall just below the waist. The penalty for
violating this law will result in the removal and forfeiture
of the gold jewelry, silk dresses, and mantel.25

It was not until the seventeenth-century that sumptuary laws fell into
disfavor.26 In Virginia and South Carolina, sumptuary legislation helped
distinguish clothing for whites and slaves well into the eighteenth-
century.27 The laws were seen as a failure for the most part, as they were
incredibly difficult to enforce.

Sumptuary laws are rarely discussed today in popular cultural or the
legal arena because they are deemed as primitive. Some refer to taxes on
cigarette smoking, sugary drinks, and plastic bags as sumptuary laws.
These are not sumptuary restrictions, but sin taxes. They seek to make
consumers internalize the costs of their behavior—which are borne by the
rest of society. Their desirability and wisdom can and should be debated,
as they have unintended consequences, but they are not sumptuary laws in
the same sense. There are concerns about their regressivity, but there are
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also corrective benefits that undermine the claim that they target consumption to favor a certain group.  

Today we focus more on the sumptuary ethic. We are so far removed from sumptuary laws these days that all that is left is a remnant of the word, thrown out as pejorative against government efforts at regulations of luxury and health. The few commentators who have analyzed sumptuary laws largely utilize them as an analogy to the related animus behind modern rules on military dress and rules that ban cross dressing. This ethic is arguably still alive today in employer dress codes, which incorporate similar fears of social disorder and gender trouble as did Elizabethan sumptuary laws.

II. FAMILY SURVEILLANCE

A striking feature of the great bulk of sumptuary law was that it was directed at conceptions and images of the social order. It was concerned with attempts to protect hierarchical conceptions of social relations, to resist some of the most directly visible manifestations of rising social groups challenging or undermining the incumbents of advantaged social positions.

—Alan Hunt

Today’s NCAA exemplifies a modern, ongoing attempt to enforce sumptuary laws that disproportionately disadvantage the families of poor black athletes. From its inception, intercollegiate competition has been marked by troubling racial dynamics. The exclusion and segregation of the late the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries have given way to more covert forms of discrimination. The surveillance of the families of black athletes is one such example. Matters of race and class form a toxic mixture in this environment, undermining the economic freedom and privacy of these families.

We often hear about Reggie Bush, the former college football star who was stripped of his Heisman Trophy, the sport’s highest honor. Even if the public no longer remembers the specifics, it has a whiff of wrongdoing, and his record has been stained. What has faded from the
national memory is the central involvement of Bush’s family. Bush’s mother and stepfather had agreed to pay landlord Michael Michaels $4,500 in monthly rent when they moved into the Spring Valley house Michaels bought for $757,000 in March 2005. Bush’s parents and younger brother lived there for about a year in 2005–2006 when Bush was playing at USC. Michaels expected to be paid back by later signing as Bush’s agent.33 Bush’s parents were also fronted funds to travel and stay at their son’s away games.34

It is against NCAA rules for players or their families to accept benefits from prospective agents.35 While there had been rumors surrounding Bush, the details of the arrangement became public when Bush signed with other agents instead and Michaels sued his parents.36 Regardless of whether Bush knew about this agreement, his parents living rent free in a nice neighborhood was seen as him being paid for his services. There are no exceptions for parental travel to see their loved one play.

More recently and egregiously, there was the case of University of Connecticut basketball player, Ryan Boatright, who was forced to sit out several games during the 2011–2012 season because of alleged wrongdoing by his mother.37 She was accused of receiving $8,000 in cash and impermissible benefits, including airfare and hotel on a recruiting trip and so she could watch her son.38 The NCAA’s investigation team harassed Tanesha Boatright at work with endless calls about the matter and later interviewed her at a hotel from 5 p.m. until 1 a.m.39 The lack of subpoena power was no deterrent since the NCAA had her son’s eligibility in their hands. The long suspensions were potentially impacting his play and could ruin a potential NBA career.

We’re so used to NCAA discipline, that we may not ask the obvious question: who cares if Reggie Bush’s parents lived rent free or Tanesha Boatright got some cash? Their sons were on the television screens, making their universities and athletic programs millions. They were, by
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comparison, taking less than a penny on the dollar. But this is what
sumptuary laws are all about. None of this behavior would have been
suspicious if these parents were wealthier. Any additional luxuries of life
acquired by such families are deemed to be the result of their hard work or
entitlement.

Eventually, the NCAA and the Boatrights reached a settlement, but
even then, the organization was not gracious.40

[B]oth UConn and Mr. Boatright should be commended for their
cooperation throughout the process to gather information. The
school and student-athlete’s dedication to uncover the facts
should be viewed as a positive example, not somehow construed
negatively. Had Ms. Boatright cooperated fully from the
beginning, this matter could have been settled months ago.41

Why should she have to “cooperate”? The assumption that black college
athletes and their families should not benefit while white coaches, athletic
directors, and NCAA executives handsomely profit is deeply entrenched.42
The intrusion into the Boatrights life seems beyond the pale, except in the
world of: (1) the NCAA and schools more generally, (2) government
benefits for the poor, or (3) prison.43 All three of these spaces are burdened
by legacies of class and race. America has a long history of treating poor
as morally deficient individuals who need to be monitored.44 There are
long entrenched narratives about the welfare queens and substantial funds
are spent every year to ensure that the poor are not committing “fraud”
with their benefits.45 This sound eerily similar to complaints about NCAA
athletes wearing fancy sneakers or families enjoying lavish trips to watch
college sporting events.

It is also impossible to escape the fact that both the Bush and
Boatright families are black. The NCAA’s rules affect all athletes, but they
disproportionately disadvantage black ones. Once we limit the college
athletic arena to the big sports (i.e., football and basketball) and the
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revenue generating schools, the statistics are stark. A recent study by Shaun Harper found that black men made up only 2.5 percent of undergraduate students enrolled across all 65 such institutions, but they comprised 56 percent of basketball teams and 60 percent of football teams. The study also showed that 16 percent of those coaches at these schools were black. The average salary for the 65 athletics directors in the major conferences was $698,755, but just 14.7 percent of them were black. And none of the commissioners of those conferences, who earned on average $2.58 million annually, were black.

The overlapping racial and socioeconomic implications can also be seen when we compare the investigations of Boatright and Bush to that of Johnny Manziel, the white, former quarterback of Texas A&M. Manziel comes from a middle-class family and a more privileged background than either Bush or Boatright. When he was accused of profiting from autograph sales, Manziel was represented by attorneys. Though he was questioned by investigators for six hours, he never admitted any wrongdoing. His family was much savvier about dealing with the NCAA. The result: the investigation was over in weeks and Manziel was suspended by Texas A&M for half a game.

However, to this day he remains a Heisman winner, unlike Reggie Bush.

---
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These restrictions are often deemed acceptable by the public because eventually athletes will get their payday. But many players are stuck in the middle. They are talented enough to be college stars but not talented enough to make it big in the pros. The dream of pro sports rarely comes true. Professional leagues recruit less than two percent of athletes, and black athletes continue to have lower graduation rates than their white, wealthier counterparts. The NCAA is robbing them and their families of the most valuable period of their lives. Because of the NCAA’s cartel, these athletes and their families only have memories of big games, and do not profit monetarily at all. They stay in their socio-economic station through monitoring and threats of lost eligibility.

Every other party in the college sports complex fares better than these socioeconomically disadvantaged athletes of color. Assistant coaches were, for a time, able to extract only limited value from their labor. In 1992, the NCAA instituted a rule to restrict the salaries of certain assistant coaches to $12,000. A federal jury in Kansas found that the rule violated federal antitrust law by stifling competition and depriving the coaches of their fair market wages. Substantial amounts of the money that players and their families never see ends up in the hands of head coaches and is used to build facilities. The commercialization of college sports continues and the money the athletes generate does not disappear. It is only the players and their families who are not allowed to benefit.

The upshot is this: poor students of color and their families are transferring money to disproportionately wealthier white individuals. And this is how the NCAA’s sumptuary rules are even worse than the historical ones: they restrict the making of money by those who are poor. The medieval bourgeoisie were not forbidden to earn money. They were just forbidden from taking on the trappings of a noble. That is, they were not allowed to fool society into thinking they were nobles, but their wealth did not, in fact, change. Sumptuary laws were also not widely enforced and likely operated as more of a tax on luxury. Members of society might
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have to pay a fine to engage in certain types of consumption.65 This was discriminatory but preferable to what the NCAA does. Here, a family is not able to pay a fine and continue to extract value. The consequences are draconian and can easily result in the suspension and loss of eligibility for the athlete.

Human beings so want to trade items that when you shut down markets underground economies and black markets tend to proliferate. This is not an abstract principle but a lesson that we’ve learned consistently over time. Note that the very enforcement of NCAA rules casts athletes in a negative light. It is as if they’re doing something out of line or extraordinary. Actually, they’re just doing what any normal human being would do. The athlete and the family are extracting value from their services, as every American has the right to do.

The result is not only outright bars on payment and silly rules but also draconian sumptuary restrictions on the families of athletes. This has the effect of pushing things further underground and further benefiting others. Individuals find other, less obvious but more inefficient ways of getting money to athletes. It also advantages those with more resources (since their expenditures do not arouse suspicion) or more sophisticated parties who can negotiate less risky agreements that are unlikely to be detected. The money and increased wealth that should benefit poor black families is instead captured by a large group of intermediaries and commercial interests.

CONCLUSION: LOOKING THE OTHER WAY

Finally, the effects of the monopsony power over revenue-producing college athletes is not racially neutral. The participants in Division I men’s basketball and football are disproportionately African-American.

—Lawrence M. Kahn66

I enjoyed the 2018 tournament nearly as much as I had in previous years. The University of Virginia upset along with several bad picks killed my bracket by the end of the first weekend. I watched the Final Four and the Villanova coronation with my normal level of excitement. The perpetuation of the unjust college sports system depends on exactly this double consciousness. I know there is something morally bankrupt, legally questionable, and economically untenable about the NCAA and yet I continue to watch and contribute to their revenues.

65. See id.
Many have predicted the impending doom of the NCAA’s system of amateurism. All of the signs point in that direction: the market, the difficulties enforcing the system, the violations of antitrust laws, etc. And yet, the NCAA marches on. The organization has had a remarkable ability to play on the fear of the unknown. College athletes put on such an excellent show and college loyalties are so strong that the public worries about making drastic changes. Paying athletes is seen as one such change. It would be naïve to think that this fear does not play into the decisions of legislators or judges. On several occasions courts have criticized the NCAA system, but no tribunal seems ready to be responsible for its much feared but unlikely demise.

Economists have shown time and again that the introduction of player compensation would not break the system. It would actually redistribute some of the inflated, rent-dependent salaries of coaches and others. And yet, as things change, athletes and their families continue to be short-changed. The NCAA has also been brilliant at changing slowly and giving away just enough but not more. When Shabazz Napier went on TV and complained about going hungry the NCAA took this black eye, changed the rule and people moved on. Athletes are still not paid, but colleges can at least pay them the entire cost of attendance now.

Revenue-generating sports are still very much built on the back of black athletes. They disproportionately populate the ranks of top teams. These wealthy schools enroll tiny numbers of black students. This effect
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is multiplied when class is added to the mix. If a family already has wealth, their expenditures are not suspicious so these rules disproportionately burden poorer families. Not only can they not extract any value from their loved ones, they have to watch a host of other parties do so. And they bear the risk of injury or of their loved one not being drafted by a professional team. This ultimately gets us back to the very real costs to society when we prevent individuals from benefitting from their work. Note that the value of the work does not disappear, it’s just rerouted to others. All of this effort to benefit a cartel.

I can only hope that continued attention to these injustices will eventually result in some action. It is beyond time that athletes are paid and that families are prevented from seeing their loved ones compete in person.